Grammar

1. Complete the sentences. Use the correct form of have got.

   She’s got a pen. ✔
   I haven’t got a brother. ❌
   1 Steven got a skateboard. ✔
   2 We haven’t got homework today. ❌
   3 You’ve got a great bike! ✔
   4 My friends got mobile phones. ❌
   5 I’ve got a new watch. ✔
   6 Helen’s got a TV in her room. ❌

   2 MARKS FOR EACH CORRECT ANSWER TOTAL __ / 12

2. Write questions and short answers from the notes. Use the correct form of have got.

   you / a book about Egypt? ✔
   A Have you got a book about Egypt?
   B Yes, I/we have.
   1 your mum / blue eyes? ❌
   A
   B
   2 your sisters / red hair? ✔
   A
   B
   3 Peter / a mobile phone? ✔
   A
   B
   4 you / a poster of this pop group? ❌
   A
   B
   5 the children / bikes? ❌
   A
   B
   6 you / lots of presents? ✔
   A
   B

   2 MARKS FOR EACH CORRECT ANSWER TOTAL __ / 12

Vocabulary

4. Match the clues with the words.

   1 I write these on my mobile phone. a camera
d   2 I read these. They’re funny! b water
e   3 I’ve got these on my feet. c sports bag
f exercise book
g trainers
h comics
d text messages

   2 MARKS FOR EACH CORRECT ANSWER TOTAL __ / 16

GRAMMAR __ / 34 VOCABULARY __ / 16 TOTAL __ / 50